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Abstract

Unsteady Flow Measurement

in a Shrouded Stator Cavity of
Multistage Axial Compressor

SungKyung Lim

School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

The Graduate School
Seoul National University

3D unsteady velocity measurement has been conducted inside the shrouded

stator cavity of multistage axial compressor to investigate unsteady velocity

distribution inside the cavity by experiment data. Measurement has been

conducted using 45-degree slanted hot wire to obtain 3D velocity inside the

cavity. By studying ingress and egress of the leakage flow from the cavity,

losses which occur near the stator hub can be understood more specifically.

According to previous researches, radial velocity distributions are dissimilar for

different axial position because of the centrifugal force from rotating part. To

investigate precise 3D flow structure, therefore, measurements have been

conducted on 3 different axial positions for upstream and downstream of stator.

It is revealed that flow inside the downstream cavity is distributed

non-uniformly in circumferential direction. According to the data at main

passage, tangential velocity in stator hub-corner separation region is smaller

than that of other region. Thus, centrifugal force to positive radial direction
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inside the stator separation region is decreased and it induce more ingress to

the cavity. This non-uniform flow distribution is captured by radial velocity

distribution in meridional view of downstream cavity. Also, rotor blades affect to

the flow which result in unsteady flow features. To comprehend this unsteady

characteristics, blade passing period is divided by 20 segments and effect of the

rotor blades has been studied. Since pressure around rotor leading edge is high,

the egress region is shrunk as rotor leading edge approaches. Flow inside the

upstream cavity is affected by upper rotor wake, which is moving in rotating

direction. Two strong local vortices are made inside the rotor wake region, and

local ingress and egress are induced by these local vortices. To figure out the

effects of mass flow rate, experiments on 3 different flow coefficients are

conducted at mid-section for both cavity. As flow coefficient is changed, the

strength of stator separation region varies, and this affect to the position where

egress happen inside the downstream cavity.

Keyword : Axial Compressor, Unsteady measurement, Shroud, Cavity, Leakage

Student Number : 2016-29707
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

Figure 1.1. Multistage axial compressor①

Axial compressor(Figure 1.1) is rotating, airfoil-based

compressor, which is composed of rotor and stator. Rotors accelerate

the fluid and stators make static pressure rise by converting kinetic

energy of the fluid into static pressure. These two parts are called as

a stage. Flow direction inside an axial compressor is parallel to the

rotating axis. There are cantilevered type(Figure 1.2) and shrouded

type(Figure 1.3)② to build stator blades for axial compressor. Stators

in cantilevered type compressor are linked to casing, while space does

exist at the hub. In contrast, shrouded stators are linked to both

casing and hub. There is also space between shroud and rotating part

to avoid rubbing.

① Rolls-Royce, 1996
② Wellborn & Okiishi, 1996
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As fluid pass the stators, static pressure rise. So, pressure

difference between stator upstream and downstream is made. This

pressure difference generate leakage flow at the stator hub through

stator cavity. According to Wellborn and Okiishi[1], this seal-tooth

leakage degrades the performance of compressor seriously.
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Figure 1.2. Cantilevered type stator

Figure 1.3. Shrouded type stator
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1.2. Previous Research

It has been widely studied that shrouded stator cavity flow

seriously degrade the performance of multistage axial compressor.

Heidegger et al.[2] are the first ones who simultaneously simulated

the cavity flow and the main flow. Wellborn and Okiishi[1] conducted

experiments on the low speed multistage axial compressor. They

found that the pressure rise in compressor dropped by 3% for every

1% increase in the seal clearance. They also found that flow within

the cavity involves the low momentum in circumferential direction at

about 40% of the hub wheel speed. Demargne and longley[3] proves

that increasing cavity tangential velocity improves the performance of

the compressor. They found significant flow non-uniformity in

circumferential direction at the upstream cavity exit and the formation

of vortical structure within the cavity well. Kim and Song[4] also

found velocity difference between leakage and main flow causes loss

at upstream cavity trench using the momentum thickness. As

tangential velocity of leakage increase, the overall loss reduces until

the suction rate at downstream is saturated. However, only a few

researches have been conducted on the cavity flow itself, which

should be understood to investigate the loss mechanism completely.

Bayley and Childs[5] found the vortical structures in the cavity and

Ozturk et al.[6] also simulated the flow within the cavity well in

axial compressor. Scott et al.[7] focused on the downstream cavity
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flow which reentered from main flow in a high-speed axial

compressor. They found that non-uniformity at the downstream is

not significant and suggested the variation of mass flow might result

from the rotor movement and the magnitude of circulation.

Wellborn[8] focused on the flow inside the cavity in low speed

multistage axial compressor. He used single slanted hot-wire and five

hole probe to obtain ensemble-averaged time mean and deterministic

velocities and pressure. Potential effect of stator blades penetrates

into the upstream cavity and makes the flow near upstream cavity

highly non-uniform in circumferential direction. He found that more

flow moves to the downstream cavity near the rotor leading edge

compared to other regions. However, researches on the cavity flow of

axial compressor exclude detailed flow structures inside the cavity

and explanation involving unsteady rotor movement. Pfau et al[9,10]

conducted a research at the upstream cavity in a two stage axial

turbine. They found toroidal vortex(Figure 1.4③) between cavity and

main flow which carry high tangential velocity. Unsteady pressure

interaction drives the cavity flow and stretches the toroidal vortex in

circumferential direction.

③ Pfau et al. 2005
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Figure 1.4. Vorticity contour at turbine rotor upstream cavity
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1.3. Research Motivation and Objectives

Wellborn[8] showed steady radial velocity distribution(Figure 1.5)

inside the stator upstream and downstream cavity even though

unsteady velocity fluctuation for a single point(Figure 1.6). However,

to investigate exact cavity flow distribution, unsteady flow

measurement over the entire cavity is needed. Thus, research

objective of this paper is to measure the 3D unsteady velocities

inside the stator upstream and downstream cavities of axial

compressor. And, investigation on unsteady velocity distribution inside

the cavity is conducted by unsteady experiment data.

Also, measurements of steady static pressure inside the cavity

have been conducted to estimate leakage mass flow rate. As flow

pass the labyrinth seals, static pressure decrease inside the cavity. By

measuring pressure ratio of the cavities, leakage mass flow rate can

be calculated by assuming labyrinth seal as a orifice[11, 12, 13].
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Figure 1.6. Velocity fluctuation for a single point at

stator upstream cavity

Figure 1.5. Steady radial velocity distribution inside the stator

upstream cavity
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Chapter 2. Apparatus

2.1. Seoul National University Compressor(LSRC)

Figure 2.1 shows the side view of Seoul National University

Compressor LSRC(Low Speed Research Compressor) which is the

apparatus used for this research. It is vertically aligned and open

type compressor. Flow filter is located at the top of compressor and

Figure 2.1. Seoul National University Compressor (LSRC)
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flow straightener and bellmouth are installed below the filter to guide

fluid into vertical direction. LSRC is composed of 4 repeating stages.

To control flow rate, throttle is installed at the bottom which moves

in vertical direction. 55kW DC motor is aligned to operate the

compressor. Flow enter into the compressor through filter and go

through the compressor like the arrows in Figure 2.1.

Table 2.1 shows parameters about Seoul National University

Compressor LSRC. The design flow coefficient which mean flow rate

of compressor is 0.365. The mass flow rate of LSRC at design flow

coefficient is about 5kg/s. The number of IGV/Rotor/Stator blades are

53, 52, and 88 for each. Tip radius is 500mm and hub to tip ratio is

0.85. The chord length of rotor and stator is 56mm and 50mm. Rotor

tip clearance is 1.4% of span and labyrinth seal clearance is 0.9% of

span which is in reasonable range. The design RPM is 1,000 and

Reynolds number of main flow is 195,000. Figure 2.2 shows real

LSRC which is fully assembled.
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Parameter Value
 (= ) 0.365

# of IGV/Rotor/Stator blades 53/52/88
Tip Radius(mm) 500
Hub to Tip Ratio 0.85
Rotor Chord(mm) 56
Stator Chord(mm) 50
Tip Clearance 1.4% Span
Seal Clearance 0.9% Span
RPM 1,000
  195,000

Table 2.1. Parameters of LSRC

Figure 2.2. Picture of LSRC
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2.2. Compressor Map of LSRC

Figure 2.3 shows compressor map of LSRC. Y axis means

pressure coefficient which is defined by  
 . Pressure

coefficient means pressure rise across the compressor. X axis shows

flow coefficient which is defined by 
 . It means mass flow

rate through the compressor. As flow coefficient is decreased,

pressure rise across the compressor increase. The efficiency of

compressor is maximized when flow coefficient is around 0.365 which

is called design point. At design flow coefficient, mass flow rate

through the compressor is 5kg/s. When mass flow rate become

4.5kg/s, this flow coefficient is called as near stall condition while

near choke condition for 5.5kg/s.

Figure 2.3. Compressor map of LSRC
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Chapter 3. Measurement Conditions

3.1. Measurement Planes of Unsteady Velocities

Figure 3.1 is the side view of shroud and labyrinth seal of LSRC

which is the target measurement region. Unsteady 3D velocities are

measured inside the stator upstream and downstream cavities. As

mentioned at the introduction, leakage flow enter through the

downstream cavity and leave the upstream cavity. Thus flow

direction inside the cavity is the opposite of the flow direction at the

main passage. To investigate flow velocity structures more

specifically, 3   planes are set for each cavity. So, the number of
total planes is 6. Radial range is divided by 10points from –2% to

–20% of span. 1 stator passage is divided by 20 divisions(Figure

3.2). Thus, the number of total points for each plane is 210 and total

measurement point is 1260. Cylindrical coordinate is applied on it and

to make rotational direction positive, axial direction is set in opposite

Figure 3.1. Side view of shroud and labyrinth seal 
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direction of main flow. Here, shroud is stationary part and labyrinth

seal is rotating part.

Figure 3.2.   measurement plane
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3.2. Operating Conditions

Table 3.1 shows measurement condition at stator upstream and

downstream. According to previous research, complex vortices does

exist inside the cavities. Thus, measurements for 3 different axial

position have been conducted to investigate detailed flow structures

like ingress and egress. Since the width of cavity is very narrow,

6mm, it was hard to conduct measurement on more planes.

Also, flow coefficient could affect to the cavity flow[10], since

flow incidence angle to the blades become different for each flow

coefficient. Thus, hub corner separation and wake strength become

inconsistent and it also affect to the distribution of cavity flow at

stator upstream and downstream. So, to investigate flow coefficient

effect on cavity flow, velocity measurements have been conducted for

3 different flow coefficient at the mid section of upstream and

downstream cavities.

          Position
Flow
Coeff

Stator upstream Stator downstream

Up Mid Low Up Mid Low
(Near stall) o o
  
(Design) o o o o o o


(Near choke) o o
Table 3.1. Operating Conditions
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3.3. 3D Unsteady Velocity Measurement Sensor

To measure 3D unsteady velocities inside the cavities, 1D slanted

miniature hot-wire has been used.

Since the cavities are very narrow, it was important to use small

sensor to minimize the disturbances inside the cavities. The model of

sensor is 55P12 slanted miniature hot wire of Dantec dynamics.
The width of body is 1.6mm and the length is 30mm. Even though it

is 1D sensor, 3D velocities could be measured since it is slanted by

 .
 = Wire angle
 = Pitch angle
 = Yaw angle

 = Angle between the wire and flow direction

Figure 3.3. 1D slanted miniature hot wire
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Figure 3.4. Angle coordination of 1D hot-wire

Figure 3.5. Constant temperature anemometer
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Figure 3.4 shows angle coordinate of 1D how-wire. From this

coordinate system, following vector relation could be derived.

 cos sin
  coscos  cossin  sin

from ∙ , cos  coscoscos  sinsin -(1)

The temperature of how wire conserved as same. So, from

Figure 3.5,  should be equal to  . According to this
relation,


   ∙   -(2)

Here,  ∙ and    .

From King’s law, relation between output voltage and flow

velocity could be derived like

    ∙  -(3)

Temperature compensation is considered by Collis and Williams

correlation

   -(4)
Here,     and    

    . Lastly, Reynolds

number can be obtained from angle compensation relation.

                  -{5}

For each point, measurements at three different probe yaw angle

are conducted while probe pitch angle remain the same. Thus, six
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equations are obtained for six unknowns.

Unknown parameters: 
Equations: (1) and (5) for each yaw angle.

Figure 3.6 is inserted hot-wire on stator upstream cavity. Red

arrow shows rotating direction for each position. Sampling frequency

is 200kHz while blade passing frequency is 867Hz. For unsteady data

postprocessing, encoder is installed at the axis of compressor.

Encoder send a peak signal for every revolution. Using this encoder

signal, ensemble average is taken on unsteady data to see the effect

of blade passing on velocity data. A rotor period is divided by 20

time steps. Figure 3.7 shows encoder installed at the axis of

compressor.

Figure 3.6. Picture of hot wire

inserted on upstream cavity
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Figure 3.7. Encoder installed on the axis
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3.4. Static Pressure Measurement

Red point means pressure tap inside the cavity. As flow expand

through the seal cavity, static pressure decrease for each cavity.

Leakage mass flow rate can be calculated by static pressure ratio.

Figure 3.9. Modified shroud for static pressure measurement

Figure 3.8. Location of pressure measurement
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Figure 3.10. Upper view of shroud and tubes 

Figure 3.11. Pressure tap on the shroud 
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Figure 3.9~3.10 show pressure tubes inside the shroud. To avoid

disturbances at main passage, shroud is sliced in circumferential

direction. Thus, pressure tubes are pulled out through the passage

three next to the measurement passage. Figure 3.11 is the picture of

pressure taps inside the shroud.

To measure pressure drop, Netscanner 9116(Figure 3.12) is used.

Pressure range is 1psi(6.895kPa) and the accuracy of measurement is

±. 4 channels are used for four pressure taps on shroud.
Figure 3.12 is the picture of Netscanner 9116.

Figure 3.12. Pressure sensor

(Netscanner 9116)
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Chapter 4. Experiment Results and Analysis

4.1. Flow inside the Stator Downstream Cavity

4.1.1. Flow Distribution and Analysis

Figure 4.1 shows radial velocity distribution inside the

downstream cavity. In the contour, colors below the green show

negative radial velocity which mean flow into the cavity from main

passage. In contrast, colors above the yellow show positive radial

velocity which mean flow to the main passage. As cavity flow enter

into the stator downstream cavity and leave the stator upstream

cavity, negative radial velocity is dominant over the downstream

cavity. As expected, ingress flow into the downstream cavity is

prominent at downstream. However, positive radial velocity is

Figure 4.1. Radial velocity distribution inside the stator downstream

cavity at mid section for design flow coefficient
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captured around the stator trailing edge, which is distributed in

positive circumferential direction.

Flow inside the axial compressor rotate in positive circumferential

direction since it is accelerated by rotor. So, Fluid particle above the

stator downstream cavity is forced by centrifugal force by tangential

velocity like Figure 4.2. Pressure difference between stator upstream

and downstream pulled down fluid particle into the downstream

cavity. Thus, flow into the cavity in induced and this ingress collide

with egress flow which is made by rotor disc pumping effect. So,

some of the ingress enter into the cavity and the other reverse the

flow direction in opposite way. Figure 4.3④ is tangential velocity

contour at main passage and cavity of stator downstream. Stator

wake and hub corner separation region is captured at the main

④ Jaehyng Lee, Seoul National University

Figure 4.2. Schematic of flow at the

stator downstream cavity
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passage. Since there is some distance between stator trailing edge

and measurement plane, wake region moves in circumferential

direction by about 20% of stator pitch. Inside the stator separation

region, tangential velocity is lower than other region because of

recirculation inside the separation. Due to small tangential velocity at

the separation region, centrifugal force is decreased. So, while

pressure difference is almost consistent along the circumferential

direction, more ingress to the cavity is induced for the stator

separation region.

Figure 4.3. Tangential velocity distribution at main passage

and cavity of stator downstream
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Dominant ingress can be observed by meridional view of radial

velocity distribution inside the downstream cavity. Figure 4.4 is radial

velocity inside the stator separation region and figure 4.5 is radial

velocity for outside separation region. In figure 4.4, negative radial

velocity is dominant at the cavity surface compared to figure 4.5. It

explain why positive radial velocity is captured at midsection for

outside separation region.
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Figure 4.4. Radial velocity distribution inside the separation

region

Figure 4.5. Radial velocity distribution outside the

separation region
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4.1.2. Flow Coefficient Effect on Separation Region

As stator separation does affect to the formation of flow

distribution inside the stator downstream cavity, flow coefficient is

significant parameter for cavity flow. According to 4.1.1, egress zone

is formed at the outside of stator separation region because

separation induce more ingress into the cavity. This trend is also

shown for other flow coefficient which varies the strength of stator

hub corner separation.

Figure 4.6. Axial velocity distribution at main passage and

cavity of stator downstream for near stall condition  
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Figure 4.7. Axial velocity distribution at main passage and

cavity of stator downstream for design flow coefficient

Figure 4.8. Axial velocity distribution at main passage and

cavity of stator downstream for near choke condition
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Figure 4.6~4.8⑤ are axial velocity contour at main passage and

cavity of stator downstream. Axial velocity contour shows region of

stator wake and hub corner separation. As flow coefficient decrease,

the low speed area at hub expands compared to other region.

Different stator separation region also affect to the location of egress

zone.

Figure 4.9 is radial velocity distribution for near stall condition.

Since stator separation is distributed widely in circumferential

direction, egress zone is developed narrowly at the outside of

separation region. In contrast, egress is developed in wide range for

near choke condition since stator separation region is narrow

compared to other condition. It confirms that stator separation affect

to the egress zone inside the stator downstream cavity. Also, the

egress of near stall condition is stronger than that of near choke

condition.

⑤ Jaehyng Lee, Seoul National University
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Figure 4.9. Radial velocity distribution for near stall condition

Figure 4.10. Radial velocity distribution for near choke

condition
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4.1.3. Unsteady Fluctuation of Egress Zone

It is revealed that 4th rotor blade affect to the stator downstream

cavity. Since static pressure around rotor leading edge is higher than

that of other region, this high pressure push fluid particles into the

cavity.

Like figure 4.11, fluid particle is pushed into the downstream

cavity when rotor leading edge approaches. Thus, more ingress is

induced by high pressure around rotor leading edge.

Figure 4.11. Rotor effect to the fluid particle of stator

downstream
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From Figure 4.12~4.13, rotor effect on the strength of egress is

shown. Figure 4.12 shows shrunk egress when 4th rotor leading edge,

which is marked by pink bar, approaches to this region. High static

pressure around rotor leading edge suppress the flow into the cavity.

So the strength of positive radial velocity, which mean flow to the

main passage, is weakened by rotor leading edge. Again, egress zone

is expanded by rotor leading edged moves far away. This phenomena

is repeated as rotor blade pass the stator passage.
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Figure 4.12. Shrunk egress zone by rotor leading edge

Figure 4.13. Expanded egress zone when rotor moves far distant
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4.1.4. Flow Structure Inside the Downstream Cavity

Radial velocity distribution in   plane is measured at three
different axial position for each cavity. According to previous

research[8, 9, 10], radial velocity distribution varies considerably

because flow inside the cavity is rotating in circumferential direction.

Wolter et al.[14] captured vortex in the cavity of 1.5 stage low speed

axial turbine by numerical and experimental investigation. Pfau et

al.[10] observed complex vortex structure at the rotor upstream cavity

and Yun et al.[15] investigated vortex distribution at the rotor

downstream cavity of axial turbine.

Complex vortices are captured inside the cavity like previous

research on axial turbine[9, 10]. As mentioned at 4.1.1, egress to main

passage is dominant near shroud while ingress to the cavity is

principal along rotating part. Thus, positive tangential vorticity is

dominant at upper part which is rotating in clock-wise direction.

However, negative tangential vorticity is also captured at the bottom

of cavity. Since egress which is made by rotor pumping effect turn

the ingress direction, flow rotate in negative circumferential direction

below the stagnation point. To investigate this flow structure,

tangential vorticity is calculated from velocity data. Since stator

separation induce non-uniform flow distribution along circumferential

direction, this vortex structure also varies in circumferential direction.
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Figure 4.14. Radial velocity distribution near shroud

Figure 4.15. Radial velocity distribution near rotor
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Figure 4.14 is radial velocity distribution near the shroud which

is stationary. Dominant positive radial velocity is observed over the

plane. Especially, the strength of egress zone behind the stator

trailing edge become stronger compared to that of midsection. Also,

the area of this zone is expanded. It shows stronger egress to the

main passage near shroud.

In contrast, figure 4.15 shows dominant ingress to the cavity

near the rotating part. Egress zone near stator trailing edge is

weakened and blue zone which mean strong ingress to the cavity is

distributed over the remaining part.

As hub corner separation from 3rd stator blade enhance the

ingress to the cavity, negative radial velocity is observed as green

for near shroud and blue for near rotating part. However, strong

egress to the main passage is captured for near shroud and small

negative radial velocity for near rotating part. Basic flow structure is

conserved for different axial location at stator downstream cavity.

However, egress to the main passage is dominant for near shroud

while ingress to the cavity is primary for near rotating part.

Due to this non-uniform radial velocity distribution, vortex

structure also varies in circumferential direction. Clock-wise vortex is

located at cavity upper part while counter clock-wise vortex does

exist at the bottom left. However, the position of clock-wise vortex

varies along circumferential direction while the location of counter
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clock-wise vortex is fixed. Inside the stator separation region,

clock-wise vortex is positioned at the center of cavity while vortex is

formed near rotating part for outside separation region.
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Figure 4.16. Tangential vorticity outside the separation

region

Figure 4.17. Tangential vorticity inside the separation

region
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4.1.5 Repeatability of experiments

Repeatability is important for the unsteady experiments to

confirm the validation of measurement data. To check experimental

repeatability, measurement for the same experiment case, mid-section

for the design flow coefficient, is conducted twice. Figure 4.18 is the

data of repeatability experiment. The most special feature, local

egress near the stator trailing edge, is captured. The range of radial

velocity is almost same with the previous research. This data confirm

the validity of the unsteady experiment.

Figure 4.18. Repeatability check at the stator downstream cavity

for design flow coefficient
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4.2. Flow inside the Stator Upstream Cavity

4.2.1 Flow Distribution and Analysis

Figure 4.19 shows radial velocity distribution inside the stator

upstream cavity at mid section for design flow coefficient. Since

cavity flow moves to main passage, positive radial velocity is

dominant over the plane which is marked by colors above the yellow.

Interesting features are captured at the cavity surface. Local ingress

which is marked by green and local strong egress which is marked

by red is observed as a pair at the cavity surface. This pair is

captured twice as ingress and egress near the surface. This pairs

moves from left to right at rotor passing speed, following 3rd rotor

trailing edge. It could be easily deduced that this singularities are

generated from 3rd rotor effect on the flow of stator upstream cavity.

Figure 4.19. Radial velocity distribution inside the stator upstream

cavity at mid section for design flow coefficient
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Figure 4.21. Greater tangential velocity

in rotor wake

Figure 4.20. Tangential velocity contour at the main passage and

cavity of 3rd stator upstream
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Figure 4.20 shows tangential velocity distribution at main

passage⑥ and cavity of 3rd stator upstream. Unlike stator separation

region, tangential velocity inside the rotor wake is higher than that of

other region. Figure 4.21 shows the reason tangential velocity inside

the rotor wake is greater than other region. While relative velocity

decrease in rotor wake region, flow is accelerated by the same

rotating speed. Thus, absolute flow angle become large and the

tangential velocity also become greater than other region. So,

tangential velocity gradient in radial direction is induced due to the

wake from rotor at the surface of cavity. These velocity gradient

generate vortices which follows rotor wake.

To confirm the existence of vortices at the surface, axial

vorticity is calculated at the main passage and inside the stator

upstream cavity. Along the cavity surface, high axial vorticity is

captured due to tangential velocity gradient in radial direction.

Especially, strong tangential vorticity is observed at the bottom of

rotor wake region. High axial vorticity region is generated due to the

great velocity gradient in radial direction. These two local strong

axial vorticity mean two clock-wise vortices in this region. These

two clock-wise vortices induce local ingress and egress at the rotor

wake region in Figure 4.19. Two pair of ingress and egress are

induced by these vortices, following 3rd rotor trailing edge.

⑥ Jaehyng Lee, Seoul National University
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Figure 4.22. Axial vorticity at the main passage and cavity

of stator upstream
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4.2.2 Unsteady Vortices Migration

Since vortices at the surface of stator upstream cavity are

induced by 3rd rotor wake, they also moves from left to right which

is rotating direction. So, local ingress and egress from these two

vortices also move in positive circumferential direction. Since there is

some space between 3rd rotor trailing edge and the stator upstream

cavity, rotor wake is captured behind the rotor trailing edge in

circumferential direction by 40% of stator pitch. This is because rotor

wake is transported in positive circumferential direction due to

positive tangential velocity. Thus, local ingress and egress follow the

3rd rotor trailing edge in rotor rotating speed.

The strength of rotor wake varies along circumferential direction

due to the interaction between 3rd rotor trailing edge and 3rd stator

leading edge. This phenomena is already observed in the research of

axial turbine[10]. So, the strength of rotor wake fluctuate by relative

position of 3rd rotor trailing edge and 3rd stator leading edge. Since

local ingress and egress are generated by the rotor wake, they are

also affected by this fluctuation. Figure 4.23~4.26 are radial velocity

distribution contour at stator upstream by dividing 4 time steps for a

period. Here, pink bar at the cavity surface means 3rd rotor trailing

edge. Since rotor passage is wider than that of stator, rotor trailing

edge can not be observed at figure 4.24~25. Local ingress and egress

follow the pink bar. Also, the strength of ingress and egress also
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fluctuate because the strength of rotor wake also vary in along

circumferential direction.
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Figure 4.23. Local ingress and egress at 1/4T

Figure 4.24. Local ingress and egress at 2/4T
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Figure 4.25. Local ingress and egress at 3/4T

Figure 4.26. Local ingress and egress at T
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4.2.3 Flow Structure Inside the Upstream Cavity

Flow inside the stator upstream cavity shows opposite trend

compared to the flow at the downstream of stator. At the stator

downstream cavity, Ingress to the cavity is dominant near rotating

part while egress is main along stationary part, shroud. At the

upstream of stator, however, ingress to the cavity is dominant near

shroud while egress to the main passage is observed near the

rotating part.

According to the previous research[8], it is known that only

egress to the main passage does exist at the stator upstream cavity.

However, radial velocity distribution varies very much according to

the axial position at the cavity. Figure 4.27~28 show radial velocity

distribution for different axial position at the stator upstream cavity.

Basic flow structure at the mid section is conserved for flow

distribution near rotating part and shroud. However, positive radial

velocity is enhanced near rotating part while ingress to the cavity is

dominant over the plane near shroud.

Figure 4.29~30 is tangential vorticity distribution at the stator

upstream cavity. This flow trend also make clock-wise vortex inside

the stator upstream cavity. Vortex in the same direction does exist at

the bottom of stator upstream cavity. While the position vortex at the

stator downstream cavity vary along circumferential direction, vortex

location inside the stator upstream cavity change little. Also, rotating
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direction of the vortices are the same for upstream cavity, while

opposite for downstream cavity.
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Figure 4.27. Radial velocity distribution near rotating part at stator

upstream cavity

Figure 4.28. Radial velocity distribution near shroud at stator

upstream cavity
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Figure 4.29. Tangential vorticity distribution at the stator

upstream cavity for 0% pitch of span

Figure 4.30. Tangential vorticity distribution at the stator

upstream cavity for 50% pitch of span
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4.2.4 Flow Coefficient Effect on Rotor Wake Region

As flow coefficient change, the strength of rotor wake is also

affected. When flow coefficient is low, near stall condition, the region

of rotor wake become wider compared to the design condition.

However, the area of rotor wake for the near choke condition become

narrow compared to the design flow coefficient. Also, the strength of

rotor wake is enhanced for near stall condition while weakened for

the near choke condition. It directly affects to the vortex generation

near the cavity surface which is the main cause of local ingress and

egress.

Figure 4.31~33 shows radial velocity distribution at the main

passage and cavity of stator upstream. The width of wake region is

wide for near stall condition while the width is shrunk for near choke

condition. And this phenomena also affect to the formation of local

ingress and egress at the cavity surface.
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Figure 4.31. Radial velocity distribution at the main passage

and cavity for the near stall condition

Figure 4.32. Radial velocity distribution at the main passage

and cavity for the design flow coefficient
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Figure 4.33. Radial velocity distribution at the main passage

and cavity for the near choke condition
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4.2.5 Pressure Distribution Inside the Cavity

To calculate the leakage mass flow rate through the cavity, static

pressure is measured for each cavity. For labyrinth seal, it is

assumed as an orifice for each tooth. As flow pass the seal tooth, the

jet go straight to the next tooth, while some of the jet go down and

collide with the seal tooth and circulate inside the cavity. To meet

the pressure at the stator upstream which is lower than that of

stator downstream, static pressure decrease by stages for each cavity.

Figure 4.35 shows pressure coefficient distribution along the seal

tooth for near stall, design point, and near choke condition. Since

pressure rise through the stator for near stall condition is higher than

other case, pressure difference between point 1 and 4 is the most for

near stall condition. Thus, leakage flow rate is the biggest for near

stall condition while the least for near choke condition. Since the seal

clearance is bigger than general labyrinth seal, pressure decrease

from 4 to 3 is bigger than pressure difference between stator

upstream and downstream.

  
 0.0433 0.423 0.396

 4.5 5 5.5

  0.8652 0.8467 0.7924

Table 3. Comparison of leakage mass flow rate for three different

flow coefficient
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Figure 4.35. Pressure coefficient distribution along the cavity
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Chapter 5. Conclusions

Unsteady 3D velocity measurement in a shrouded stator cavity of

multistage axial compressor have been conducted to investigate cavity

flow of axial compressor. For the first time, unsteady investigation on

the cavity flow have been done experimentally.

1. At stator downstream, more ingress to the cavity is induced by

3rd stator separation.

2. When flow coefficient is low, near stall condition, stator

separation region expand causing more ingress to the cavity. In

contrast, stator separation region is shrunk when flow coefficient is

high, near choke condition weakening ingress to the cavity.

3. Since static pressure around 4th rotor leading edge is higher than

around, rotor leading edge suppress the flow into the downstream

cavity resulting in shrunk egress zone near 3rd stator trailing edge.

4. At stator downstream cavity, egress is dominant near shroud

which is stationary while ingress to the cavity is main flow along

rotating part. This radial velocity distribution induce clock-wise

vortex at the upper part of stator downstream cavity. However,

vortex in opposite direction does exist at the bottom left due to the

egress which is caused by rotor pumping effect.

5. Flow structure inside stator downstream cavity is non-uniform

along circumferential direction due to the effect of stator separation

effect on the cavity flow.
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6. At stator upstream cavity, egress to the main passage is

dominant, while local ingress and egress exist moving from left to

right at the cavity surface.

7. Since tangential velocity inside the rotor wake is higher than

around, there is significant tangential velocity gradient in radial

direction causing clock-wise axial direction vortices at the surface of

stator upstream cavity. Axial vorticity distribution at stator upstream

shows the existence of vortices which induce local ingress and

egress. Local ingress and egress follow the 3rd rotor trailing edge

along the surface of stator upstream cavity and its strength is

fluctuating depending on the relative position between 3rd rotor and

3rd stator.

8. Two clock-wise vortices exist at the stator upstream cavity

which are uniform along circumferential direction.

9. The strength of rotor wake is enhanced when the flow coefficient

decrease while rotor wake is weakened as flow coefficient increase.

10. Leakage mass flow rate is increased as flow coefficient increase

according to the pressure measurement data inside the cavity.
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초 록

다단 축류압축기 슈라우드 캐비티 내부 유동을 연구하기 위해 3D

비정상 속도를 정익 상, 하류 캐비티 내부에서 측정하였다. 속도 측정을

위해 1D 열선이 사용되었으며, 3D 벡터 측정을 위해 센서의 요(Yaw)

방향으로 2번 회전하여 측정하였다. 슈라우드 내부를 통과하는 누설량을

계산하기 위해 슈라우드 표면에서 실을 통과하는 유동의 정압을 총

4곳에서 측정하였다. 정익 하단의 캐비티 내부에서는 캐비티 안쪽으로

들어가는 유동이 주로 나타났으나, 정익의 뒷전 부근에서는 주 유로로

나오는 유동이 측정되었다. 정익 허브 부근에서 나타나는 유동 박리

현상이 캐비티 내부로 유입하는 유동을 강화하며, 따라서 상대적으로

유입이 적은 정익 뒷전에서 양의 방사 방향으로 속도가 관측된다. 4단

동익의 앞부분에 형성되는 정체점 부근의 높은 압력은 정익 하단의

유동을 캐비티 내부로 밀어 넣는 역할을 하며, 따라서 동익이 다가올 때

유동은 캐비티 내부로 더 유입되는 경향을 보인다. 캐비티 상단에는

시계방향으로 회전하는 와류가, 하단에는 시계 반대 방향으로 회전하는

와류가 형성된다. 정익 상단에서는 정익의 반류에서 형성되는 큰 회전

방향 속도에 의해 캐비티 표면 부근에서 와류를 형성하며 이 부근에서

국소적 유입과 방출을 형성한다. 정익 하단과 다르게 상단의

캐비티에서는 두 개의 시계방향 와류가 형성되며, 이는 원주 방향으로

균일한 분포를 보인다.

주 요 어: 축류압축기, 비정상 측정, 슈라우드, 캐비티, 누설
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